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1.0 SUMMARY , r,qQ 
A general procedure is developed to  determine the attitude of the longitudinal axis (spin axis) 
\ 
and a lateral axis (experiment axis) of a rotating vehicle from the output of solar sensors and a 
lateral magnetometer. 
The orientation of the solar vector with respect lo a rockst-axis system is obtained frem solar : 
sensors located both on the side and on the nose of the rocket. The lateral magnetometer is used 
to obtain the location of the component of the magnetic field vector along the lateral plane of the 
rocket. The solar vector is located in a horizon coordinate system from solar data obtained from 
"The American Ephemeris," and rocket radar inputs. Tne geomagnetic fieid vector in the horizon 
coordinate system is calculated from the Jensen and Cain field model using rocket radar data. The 
location of the longitudinal axis and a lateral (experiment) axis of the vehicle i n  both horizon CO- 
ordinates and space fixed coordinates is calculated by the use of various coordinate transformations 
as discussed in references (3) and (4). 
\ 
! 
! 
The method is programmed on an IBM 7094 computer. An explanation of the computer opera- 
tions and a copy of the computer program is included in the report. A particular rocket is used as  
a sample case and the results are presented as time histories of the zenith and azimuth angles 
(horizon coordinates) and the Right Ascension and Declination (space fixed coordinates) of both the: 
longitudinal and experiment axes. 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
In  order t o  translate and make use of the scientific information obtained from a rocket flight, 
it is often important that the attitude of the vehicle be known at a given time in  flight. Various 
instruments can be included in the telemetry package to obtain this information such as: solar 
sensors, magnetometers, horizon sensors, and gyroscopes. This methodutilizes solar sensors 
and a lateral magnetometer. 
The solar sensor determines two angles which define two perpendicular planes each containiny 
the s u n .  The intersection of the two planes defines a line pointing at the sun. The field of view of 
the sensor has  the shape of an inverted pyramid with a typical angle between the opposite faces 
being 128 degrees. A total of 5 such sensors are necessary for a 4 Pi steradian coverage (see 
Figure 9). The lateral magnetometer simply measures the voltage output which is in turn propor- 
tional to the component of the magnetic field along that particular lateral axis. 
It is necessary to  locate at least two spatial vectors with respect to both the rocket and earth,' 
space in  order to obtain the orientation of the rocket with respect to earth/space. One vector is 
not sufficient as the results obtained a r e  the  same when the rocket is rotated about that vector. 
The two vectors chosen in  this procedure are the solar vector and the magnetic field vector. 
The method is therefore applicable only when the sun is within view of at least one solar sensor 
and tht lateral component of the magnetic field is monitored by a lateral magnetometer. 
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3.0 COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
It is necessary to describe the various coordinate systems referred to in the report. The three 
orthogonal unit vectors in each of the following-right-handed systems are defined along the appro- 
priate axes. 
3.1 Rocket-axis Coordinate System (Figure 1) 
- 
i - experiment axis (an axis in the lateral rocket plane chosen as the reference axis 
j - y axis (an axis in the lateral plane orthogonal to the experiment axis and the rocket longi- - 
tudinal axis) 
- 
k - rocket longitudinal axis (spin axis of vehicle) 
3.2 Horizon Coordinate System (Figures 5)  
i - East axis (an axis in the local horizon plane in the east direction) 
7 - North axis (an axis in the local horizon plane in the north direction) 
k - Vertical axis (an axis perpendicular to the horizon plane which is positive when measured 
- I 
upward) 
3.3 Equatorial Coordinate System (Figure 5 )  
7 - Equator axis (an axis along the equatorial plane perpendicular to the North Celestial Pole 
axis at the local meridian of the rocket.) 
- 
j - East axis (an axis in the equatorial plane orthogonal to the North Celestial Pole axis and 
the equator axis). 
- 
k - North Celestial Pole axis (an axis perpendicular t o  the equatorial plane measured from the 
center of the earth to the North Celestial Pole). 
3.4 Space-Fixed Coordinate System (Figure 8) 
- 
i - Vernal equinox (an axis measured from the center of the earth towards the vernal equinox). 
j - ,* (an axis on the equitorial plane orthogonal to both the Vernal equinox and the North - 
Celestial Pole axes). 
- 
k - North Celestial Pole axis (same as in  3.3). 
4.0 SYMBOLS 
A Azimuth angle 
A, 
A, 
Lateral solar sensor angle (Case I sensor) 
Longitudinal solar sensor angle (Case II sensor) 
2 
. 
-. 
. 
.- 
13, Lateral solar sensor angle (Case I sensor) 
13~ Longitudinal solar sensor angle (Case Ii sensor) 
- 
E Experiment axis vector 
fi Magnetic field vector 
_ -  
i .  j .  Units vectors in right handed orthogonal coordinate systems 
~3 Rocket latitude 
LO Rocket longitude 
-. 
R Rocket longitudinal axis vector 
s Solar vector - 
Greenwich Sidereal time 
tc  
- v Arbitrary vector 
x, Component of the solar vector along the experiment axis 
x2 Component of the magnetic field vector along the experiment &xis 
x, Component of the solar vector along the east  axis 
x4 Component of the magnetic field vector along the east axis 
x' Coordinate axis in lateral rocket plane 
Y, Component of the solar vector along the y axis 
Y, Component of the magnetic field vector along the , axis 
Y, Component of the solar vector along the north axis 
y, Component of the magnetic field vector along the north axis 
Coordinate axis orthogonal to the Experiment axis and the rocket longitudinal axis 
V '  Coordinate axis orthogonal to the axis and the rocket longitudinal axis 
Z Zenith angle 
Z ,  
z, Component of the magnetic field vector along the rocket longitudinal axis 
z, 
z4 Component of the magnetic field vector along the North Celestial Pole axis 
Component of the solar vector along the rocket longitudinal axis 
Component of the solar vector along the North Celestial Pole axis 
Right Ascension 
Declination 
t Hour  angle 
Azimuthal angle in the rocket lateral plane measured from the experiment axis 
, I '  Azimuthal angle in the rocket lateral plane measured from the X '  axis (Case II 
sensor only) 
3 
Angle between experiment and X'  axis (Case I sensor) 
Ss, Angle between experiment and X' axis (Case TI sensor) 
il Elevation angle from rocket lateral plane 
All angles are in radians unless otherwise specified. 
Subscripts 
E Pertaining to  the experiment axis vector 
M Pertaining to the magnetic field vector 
R Pertaining to the rocket longitudinal axis vector 
s Pertaining t o  the solar vector 
v Pertaining to  an arbitrary vector 
ER Pertaining to both the experiment axis vector and the rocket longitudinal axis vector 
ZA Pertaining to a vector in the horizon coordinate system 
t b Pertaining t o  a vector in the equatorial coordinate system 
5.0 METHOD OF ANALYSES 
5.1 Solar Vector-Horizon Coordinate System (Figure 5)  
The position of the solar vector with respect to the horizon coordinate system can be found 
from solar data in reference (1)  and the rocket radar inputs; latitude, longitude, and altitude as a 
function of time. 
5.2 Magnetic Field Vector - Horizon Coordinate System (Figure 6) 
The magnetic field vector can be defined in the horizon coordinate system by use of the spherical 
harmonic analysis in reference (2). For a given latitude, longitude and altitude, the three earth- 
fixed components of the magnetic field vector can be obtained. 
5 .3  Solar Vector - Rocket-Axis System (Figures 1 and 2)  
Each solar sensor measures the angle of incident sunlight with respect to the rocket-axis co- 
ordinate system along two perpendicular planes. For the sensor mounted along the side of the 
rocket, these planes will be the lateral plane and a plane containing the sensor and the vehicle longi- 
tudinal axes(Fi6-re 1). For the sensor mounted on the nose of the vehicle, each plane contains the 
longitudinal axis and a n  arbitrary axis in  the lateral plane. The lateral axes for the two planes 
are mutually perpendicular (Figure 2). Thus the solar vector can be totally defined with respect 
to the rocket-axis system by either type of sensor as long as the vector is within the viewing range 
of the sensor. 
4 
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5.4 Magnetic Field Vector - Rocket-Axis System (Figure 3) 
The lateral magnetometer measures the component of the external magnetic field along the lateral 
axis. The output of the magnetometer is sinusoidal for a rolling vehicle with the maximum or  mini- 
mum corresponding to the alignment of the magnetometer along or  opposite the projection of the 
magnetic field vector on the lateral plane. At this point in the analysis, only the angular location 
of the magnetic field vector in the rocket lateral plane ( c # , ~  ) is known. The elevation of this vector 
( I  ,) must be determined to totally define it in the rocket axis system. The magnetic field vector 
can then be totally defined in the rocket-axis system by equating the dot product of the solar and 
magnetic field vectors in the rocket-axis system with the known value of the dot product of the two 
vectors in the horizon coordinate system and subsequently obtaining the elevation angle of the mag- 
netic field vector ( ",,). 
5.5 Longitudinal and Experiment Axes - Horizon Coordinate System (Figure 5) 
Two spatial vectors a re  at this point completely defined in the rocket-axis and horizon coordi- 
nate system. It is then necessary to  obtain each rocket-axis unit vector in te rms  of horizon unit 
vectors. To do this, a new coordinate system is defined utilizing functions of the solar and mag- 
netic field vectors as unit vectors. Each rocket coordinate axis can then be represented vectorially 
in this new coordinate system and each unit vector of this system is known in te rms  of the horizon 
system unit vectors. Thus each rocket-axis coordinate can be defined in the horizon coordinate 
system. 
5.6 Longitudinal and Experiment Axes - Space Fixed Coordinates (Figures 5. and 8 )  
Each rocket system coordinate axis can be determined in space fixed coordinates by first con- 
verting to the equatorial coordinate system. This is obtained by utilizing the relationship between 
the unit vectors of the horizon and equatorial coordinate systems. A simple conversion can then be 
made to obtain the results in space fixed coordinates (right ascension and declination) from equa- 
torial coordinates (hour angle and declination). 
6.0 ANALYSIS 
6.1 Solar Vector - Rocket-Axis System 
The equations for obtaining the position of the solar vector in the rocket-axis coordinate system 
can be divided into the two following possible cases: 
Case I. The solar sensor senses along a n  axis normal to the vehicle longitudinal axes (figure 1 ) .  
Case II. The sensor senses along the longitudinal axis (figure 2). 
Case I. j s  - I~, 2 B, ( 1 )  
The solar vector in a coordinate system consisting of the sensor axis (r), rocket longitudinal 
axis ( k )  and a third orthogonal axis (7) is: 
5 
- s = c o s  tr, c o s  B, T t c o s  e, s i n  B, 7 + s i n  o i; 
S 
The component of the vector in the rocket-sensor plane is then: 
- cos  e, c o s  B,T t s i n  8, E si, = 
)/cos2es  cos^^, t s i n 2 8 ,  
Equation (3) is then dotted with the unit vector T to obtain C O S  A, 
therefore 
sec' A, = 
t an2 Os 
I t  ___ 
cos2 B, 
and 
lis t an- ( c o s  B, t a n  A,) 
(3 )  
Case II. The solar vector in the coordinate system consisting of the rocket axis ( E ) ,  which is also 
the sensor axis, and the two orthogonal axes (i, 7) along which the incident sunlight is measured 
is : 
The component of the vector in the rocket, X' plane is: 
Equation 8 is then dotted with the unit vector E 
s i n  tl, 
cos2  ti, cos2 4; t s i n 2  :is 
C O S  ( - A 2 )  . SI, . T; = 
6 
(9) 
then 
The component in the rocket, y'  plane is: 
- s.. 7 
cos  (Is  s i n  $; 7 + s i n  Os 
(cos2 Os s in2  gS + sin21Js)1'2 S I  
Equation (11) is then dotted with f ;  
- -  s i n  f l s  
C O S  B, ~ S , ,  . k 
(cos2 dS s i n 2  dk t 9 i n 2  o ~ ) ~ ' ~  
then 
tan2  B, cot' Os s i n 2  
,/; can be solved by combining equations (10) and (13) 
where: i f :  A, 0. B, > 0 
A, )r 0. B, z 0 
A, > 0, B, < 0 
A, < 0,  B, < 0 
then 
1 ,  ' cg  t d s 2  
Equation (14) i s  substituted into (13) to  obtain: 
1 
t an2 A, t t an2 B, 
(is t an- 
7 
The solar vector in thex,  y ,  coordinate system (figures 1 and 2 )  is: 
where : 
x, = cos us cos  +s 
Y, = c o s  B s i n  q5 
Z, s i n  Os 
S S 
os and +s a r e  obtained from equations (1) and (6)  or (15) and (16) depending on whether case I or 
case II is applicable. 
6.2 Magnetic Field Vector - Rocket-Axis System (Figure 3)  
When the magnetic vector is aligned along the maximum projection of the magnetic vector on 
the lateral plane, a maximum voltage output is telemetered to the ground station. At this time, the 
magnetometer is sensing at & which is the angle between the magnetometer axis and the refer- 
ence axis. Conversely, when it is aligned opposite to this projection, a minimum output will result 
corresponding to . A time history of can then be obtained by interpolation between the 
maximum and minimum values. 
max 
m i n  
The magnetic vector in the rocket axis system is: 
where: 
x, 7 c o s  0 cos  d .  
Y : c o s  OM s i n  46 2 
2 = s i n  I/ 
2 
with oM yet to be determined. 
6.3 Solar Vector - Horizon Coordinates (Figures 4 and 5) 
The hour angle of the solar vector is obtained by noting figure 4. 
8 
.- 
where as and tG are found from reference (I)  using the appropriate universal flight time and Lo 
is obtained from the rocket radar data. 
Figure 5 is a representation of any vector, V , in both a horizon and an equatorial coordinate 
system. It can be written as: 
( 2 0 4  
- - - - 
VzA = s i n  Z s i n  A iEast  s i n  Z cos A jNorth + cos Z kVertlcal (hor i zon) 
- - - 
V E s  = cos E cos 6 iEquator + s i n  E cos 6 jEest + s i n  B kNorth Pole ( e q u a t o r i a l )  (20b) 
Each unit vector in one coordinate system can be represented by the unit vector in  the other: 
- - 
'East = 'East  
If the vector in question is the solar vector, the horizon components can be found by taking the dot 
product of equation (20b) and the unit vectors in (21a). 
Then 
- - - 
'3 iEas t  '3 &rth "3 r; \rert tca l  
where: 
- -  
X, - SFr-iEast ~ s i n  e ,  cos b, 
'3 
Z, = SFs-kVPrtrral 
'Ch.J"rth = - s i n  La cos  E~ c o s ,  + c o s  La s i n  b, 
- -  
c o s L a  cos E ,  co s  ?, + s i n  La s i n  X, 
and La is obtained from the rocket radar data. 
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6.4 Magnetic Field Vector - Horizon Coordinates (Figure 6) 
The components of the magnetic field vector in the horizon coordinate system (x,, Y,, z, ) are 
calculated using the Jensen and Cain, 48 te rm Expansion in Spherical Harmonics of the Magnetic 
Field in 1960 (reference 2). These equations have been programmed on the 7094 digital computer 
and a r e  included as a subprogram of the general attitude program. The inputs to this subprogram 
a r e  the vehicle's latitude, longitude, and altitude which are obtained from the rocket radar data. 
The Magnetic field vector is then: 
6.5 Elevation of Magnetic Field Vector - Rocket-Axis System (Figure 3) 
The dot product of two vectors is the same in any coordinate system; that is, 
- -  
(S H' Rock e t c o o  rd i n a t e s = ('* H'Horiron C o o r d i n a t e s  
Thus dotting equation (17) with (18); and(22) with (23) the following is obtained: 
cos OM cos 4 X, t cos OM s i n  C& Y, + s i n  OM Z, = X,X4 + Y3Y4 + Z,Z4 
M 
where : 
OM i s  t h e  only remain ing  unknown. 
Equation (24) is solved for sin OM and cos OM 
- B,, f (BiM - 4% C2,)"2 
cos  OM = 
2% 
where: 
2 
A, = Zp + (XI C O S  C& t Y, s i n  C&' 
B,, = - 2(X3X4 t Y3Y4 t Z3Z4, z, 
10 
1. 
B2, = - 2(X3X4 + Y,Y, + Z3Z4) (X, cos + Y, s i n  4) 
c,, = (X3X, t Y,Y, t Z3Z,)2 - z,’ 
Solving equation (25b) results in two solutions for  COS 0,. Since. by definition, ow must be 
either in the first  or fourth quadrant (figure 3), cos 0, must be positive. It is possible for both 
values of COS 0, to be positive corresponding to a uniformly rotating case and an extreme coning 
case. The value of COS o, corresponding to  the extreme coning case can easily be eliminated by 
&serving the cnntini~ity of the results. Once the correct value of COS g,, is known, the correspond- 
ing value of s in  ?, from (25a) can be obtained. 
6.6 Rocket Longitudinal and Experiment Vectors - Horizon Coordinates (Figures 5 and 7) 
In order to obtain the Zenith and Azimuth angles of the rocket and experiment vectors, a new 
coordinate system is defined consisting of the unit vectors 
These unit vectors can be represented in both the rocket-axis system and the horizon coordi- 
nate system. Thus the direction cosines of any arbitrary vector will be the same in either coordi- 
nate system. From fibwre 7, any vector in this new coordinate system becomes: 
The cross product of equations (17) and (18) yields: 
The rocket longitudinal and experiment vectors are then dotted with equations (17), (18), and (27) 
_ _  
R*S - Z, 
3.H - z, 
R . ( S  I H) - X,Y, -Y1X2  
E.3 XI 
E.H z x, 
E.(S > H) = Y,Z, - Z,Y2 
11 
Equations (28a) and (28b) are substituted into equation (26) t o  obtain the rocket longitudinal and 
experiment vectors. 
The cross  product of equations (22) and (23) yields: 
The components of the rocket longitudinal and experiment vectors in the horizon coordinate system 
can be obtained by dotting each vector (as denoted by both equations (29a), (29b) and equation (20a)) 
into each horizon unit vector using equations (22), (23), and (30) 
- _  (X'Y, - Y,X,) (Z3X, - X,Z,) 
1 - (3.W 
R.jNorth = s i n  Z, c o s  A, ~ Z,Y, t 
_ -  (X,Y, - Y'X,) (X,Y, - Y3X,) 
1 - ( S . H ) Z  
R.kVertical c o s  'R '2'4 
12 
where : 
Ix, - (s - H) x21 Dr, - (S . H) x41 
1 - (S . H)2 
t 
[x, - (S - H) x21 IY, - (Sa H) Y41 
1 - (S - H)2 
t 
Ix, - (S - H) x2 1 [z3 - (S - H) z4 1 
1 - (S H)2 
t 
s - H x,x, t Y3Y4 i Z3Z4 
From equations (31c) and (32c), the Zenith angle of the experiment or rocket longitudinal axis is: 
(1 - cos2 ZER,.2] 
'Os %R 
qR : tan- '  (33) 
From Figure 5, if: 
GR" % R = & R  
ZER < 0 ZER = 180" i GR 
Equation (33) is substituted into (31b) and (31c) for the rocket longitudinal vector or (32b) and 
(32c) for the experiment vector to obtain: 
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(sin Z, sin A,) 
s in  AER = sin ZER 
(sin Z,, cos A,) 
cos A, = 
sin z,,
(34) 
(35) 
The Azimuth of the rocket or  experiment vector is obtained by dividing equation (34) by (35) 
A, = tan- '  LIE:] ~ = tan- '  ( t a n  A,) - .  (36) 
i f :  
tan A, > 0, s in  A, > 0 
t a n  A, < 0, s in  A, > 0 
tan A, > 0, s i n  A, < 0 
tan A, < 0 ,  sin A, < 0 
then:  A, = A, 
A, - 180" t A, 
A, = 180" t A, 
A, = 360" t A, 
6.7 Rocket Longitudinal and Experiment Vectors - Equatorial Coordinates (Figures 4 and 5) 
By taking the dot product of the rocket longitudinal and experiment vectors in horizon coordi- 
nates (equation 2Oa) and each equatorial unit vector (equation 21b), the components of the experiment 
and rocket longitudinal vectors in equatorial coordinates can be obtained. 
- -  
V,, . iEquator = c o s  tER cos b,, = - s i n  La s in  Z,, c o s  A, 
t c o s  L a c o s  Z,, 
- -  
V,, a j E a s t  = s in  E,, c o s  b,, = s in  Z,, s in A, 
.. - 
V,, . kNorth Po,e = s in  b,, = cos La s in  Z,, c o s  A, 
t s in  L a c o s  Z,, 
14 
I -.I 
The declination of the experiment and rocket longitudinal vector can be obtained from equation (37c) 
The hour angle can be found by substituting equation (38) into (37a) and (37b). 
(cos bER s i n  f E n >  
_ _ _  L 
C"5 v 
s i n  tER = 
ER 
( c o s  b,, cos tER) 
cos  b ,  
cos f E R  = 
Therefore dividing equation (39) by (40) 
f E R  tan- '  
if: 
t a n  tER > 0, sin c E R  > 0 
t a n  i E R  < 0, sin c E R  -r 0 
t n n  tER > 0, sin F E R  0 
t a n  tER i 0. sin cER < 0 
2 1  = tan-'  ( t a n  t E R )  
ER 
then: i E R  e , ,  
1 ,, - 180" t C E R  
' E R  - 180" t F E R  
eER 360" t eER 
The Right Ascension can then be obtained from figure 4. 
( L E R  = tER t tG t Lo 
(39) 
7.0 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
The procedure has been written in a program for an  IBM 7094 computer in Fortran N. It 
could also be applied to other computers with only a few format changes. A copy of the computer 
program is shown below along with an explanation of the data inputed in the particular sample case, 
the resul ts  of which are shown in Appendix B. 
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Tract  Program Inputs 
The Tract Program (Fortran IV), which determines the body orientation of the rocket, has 
been designed to run on the Moonlight System (IBM 7040-7094 direct Couple system). 
Two BCD tapes a r e  inputed to the program and are set up on tape units 18 and 19. 
I. Input Tapes 
A. Tape 18 contains the telemetry data and each record should contain time, latitude, longi- 
tude, and altitude in this order. The units are secs. (after launch), degrees, and feet, re- 
spectively. 
B. Tape 19 contains the sunsensor data and each record should contain time (after launch), 
the eye or sensor number which was viewing at this time (1, 2, 3, or 4), the lateral solar 
sensor angle, and the longitudinal solar sensor angle (see Figures 1 and 2). The units are 
secs. none (integer), degrees, and degrees, respectively. 
II. Input Cards 
A. CARD 1 - Format (215, 7F10.5) Nine values are to be read in. 
(1) if this value is nonzero the program will go through a Calcomp plotting sequence 
yielding an  output tape at 200 B.P.I. which can be plotted on an uncoupled Calcomp 
Plotter, 
(2 )  this value determines the number of cards to be read in section B, 
(3 )  the initial time where the program will s tar t  computing, 
(4) the final time the program will execute, 
(5) the constant time increment for computation (the three above values a r e  in secs),  
(6) the angle between the experiment and 'x' axis, Case I sensor, Eye #1, 
(7) the angle between the experiment and 'x' axis, Case I sensor, Eye #2, 
(8) the angle between the experiment and 'x' axis, Case I sensor, Eye #3, 
(9) the angle between the experiment and 'x' axis, Case I1 sensor (the four above values 
a r e  in degrees). 
B. The number of cards to be read in this section equals the number in position two of Card 1. 
Each card contains two values (2F10.5), time after launch (secs), and the angle between the 
experiment axis and the maximum or minimum (alternates) projection of the magnetic 
vector (degrees ), respectively. 
16 
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C. Seven cards of three numbers each (3F10.5) are read in this section. The times are read 
in hours, minutes, and seconds, respectively, on the card. 
Card 1 - Greenwich sidereal time of launch day. 
Card 2 - Greenwich sidereal time of following day. 
Card 3 - Right ascension of sun for hunch day. 
Card 4 - Right ascension of sun for following day. 
Card 5 - Declination of sun for launch day. 
Card 6 - hcliriation of s i n  for f o l l o w ~ g  &y. 
Card 7 - Universal time of launch. 
m. For Calcomp Plotting the following additional cards should be added. 
Card 1 - 
Card 2 - 
Card 3 - 
Card 4 - 
C a d  5 - 
A string of Hollerith characters to be printed as the title at the top of the graph. 
The characters should be centered in the 72 columns of the punched card. 
One integer value specifying the number of plots (15). The following cards 
should be added in sequence for each plot, e.g., if there are three plots there 
should be three sets of the following cards. 
A string of Hollerith characters to be printed as the label for the abscissa of 
the graph. The characters should be centered in the 72 columns of the punched 
card. 
A string of Hollerith characters to be printed as the label for the ordinate of 
the graph. The characters should be centered in the 72 columns of the punched 
card. 
Eight integer values (715); (1) any non zero value, (2) I-Printed values of the 
ordinate are 1O.**I times the actual values, (3) J-Printed values of the ordinate 
have J digits following the decimal point, (4) K-Printed values of the abscissa 
are 10.**K times the actual values, (5) M-Printed values of the abscissa have 
M digits following the decimal point, (6) number of horizontal grid lines, (7) 
number of vertical grid lines, (8) NC-number of curves on this plot (maximum 
8). 
17 
Card 6 - Can contain from two to ten integer values (1015) depending upon NC (#8, Card 5); 
(1) integer corresponds to the variable to be plotted as the abscissa for the plot, 
(2 )  (10) the integer values corresponding to the variable to be plotted as the ordi- 
nate or  ordinates for the plot, e.g., if there a r e  four curves on this plot then there 
are four ordinate integer values. 
Note - The variables which can be plotted and their integer designations follow: 
Integer Symbol Variable Computed 
1 Time (sec) 
2 
3 Azimuth, Experiment Axis (deg) 
4 
5 Zenith, Experiment Axis (deg) 
6 
7 
8 
9 Declination, Experiment Axis (deg) 
Azimuth, Rocket Longitudinal Axis (deg) 
Zenith, Rocket Longitudinal Axis (deg) 
Right Ascension, Rocket Longitudinal Axis (HRS) 
Right Ascension, Experiment Axis (HRS) 
Declination, Rocket Longitudinal Axis (degrees) 
Card 7 - Six values (6F10.5), (1) Spacing between horizontal grid lines, (2) Spacing between 
vertical grid lines (inches), ( 3 )  maximum value to be printed for the abscissa, 
(4 )  minimum values to be printed for the abscissa, (5)  maximum value to be printed 
for the ordinate, (6) minimum values to be printed for the ordinate. 
A copy of the computer program follows: 
18 
19 
000001 B C D  
OOOOOlBCD 
S J O B  1 0 9 1 C 0 0 3  4 0 5 L A H N  
S S E T U P I B F T C  18 T D  SAVE R E E L  
S S E T U P I B F T C  19 T D  SAVE R E E L  
SEXECUTE I B J O B  
S I B J O B  GOIMAPISOURCE 
S I B F T C  TRACT N O L I  ST ,NOREF ,NODECK,M94 
D I M E N S I O N  T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T P H I M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X H R ~ ~ ~ . X ” ( ~ ~ ~ S E C ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ N S C A L E ~ ~ ~ ~  
X T 2 (  100 ) , X L A T l (  1000 1 r X L O N G l C  1000 1, A L T l (  1000) , P H I S 1  ( 1000 1 ,  
X T H E T A l ( l O O 0  1 s C P L V A R ( 9 r  1000 1 r A A (  12)  .BB( 1 2 )  ,CC (12 1 t B C D X  (10 1, 
X E P S I L ( Z ) r  
X C O S A Z M ~ 2 ) ~ S I N A Z M ( 2 ) ~ T A N A Z M ~ 2 ~ ~ A Z M ~ 2 ~ ~ S I N O E L ~ 2 ~ ~ C O D S I E ~ Z ~ ,  
X I O ( 8 ) t  
XCODCOE(2)~DELTA(2)rCOSDEL(2)~SINEPS(2)rCOSEPS(2)~TANEPS(2)~ 
X C O S Z E N ( ~ ) ~ S I Z C O A ( Z ) ~ S I Z S I Z S I A ~ ~ ~ ~ Z E N ~ ~ ~ ~ S I N Z E N ~ ~ ~ ~ A L P H A ~ ~ ~ ~ X H ~ ~ ~ ,  
X X M ( 2 )  r X S ( 2 )  r I X  (2) ~ N x ( 2 . 1  
1 FORMAT ( F 1 0 ~ 2 , 1 1 0 ~ 2 F 1 0 ~ 2 )  
2 F O R M A T ( 4 E 1 2 . 5 )  
3 F O R M A T ( l Z A 6 )  
4 FORMAT(  1015) 
6 F O R M A T ( E F l O . 5 )  
5 F O R M A T ( 6 F 1 0 . 5 )  
7 F O R M A T ( 3 F 1 0 . 5 )  
8 F O R M A T ( 2 1 5 , 7 F 1 0 . 5 1  
9 F O R M A T ( 1 O X ~ 4 H T I M E ~ l O X , l 4 H Z E N I T H ~ R O C K E T ~ ~ l O X ~ l 5 H A Z I M U T H ~ R O C K E T ~ ~  
X l O X ,  1 8 H Z E N I T H ( E X P E R I # E N T t l l O X I 1 9 ” ( E X P E R I M E N T ~  1 
10 F O R M A T ( 9 X ~ F 6 ~ 2 ~ 1 0 X , F 7 ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ T 3 H D E G ~ l 4 X , F 7 ~ 3 ~ l X ~ 3 H D E G ~ l 5 X ~ F 7 ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ T  
X3HDEG*18X,f7.3rlX,3HDEG) 
15 F O R M A T ( 1 9 X , 2 3 H R I G H T  ASCENSION(ROCKET)r4X~l9HDECLINATION(ROCKET)~ 
X 4 X 1 2 7 H R I G H T  ASCENSIONfEXPERIMENT)~4X~23HDECLINATION(EXPERIMENT)) 
16  FORMAT ( 1 9 X  9 I2 3HHRSv Z X  9 12, 3HHIN,2X, F6o 3 r 3 H S E C  9 8 X  9F7.39 1 X  r 3 H D E G  9 
X ~ X , I ~ , ~ H H R S , ~ X , I ~ , ~ H M I N I Z X I F ~ . ~ ~ ~ H S E C , ~ ~ X T F ~ ~ ~ , ~ X ~ ~ H D E G )  
17 FORMAT( lOX,8HFOR TINE,2X,F6.2,2Xq61HTHE C O S I N E  OF THE A Z M I T H  IS GR 
XEATER THAN 1. COMPUTATION STOPS) 
19 F O R M A T ( l H 1 )  
20 FORMAT ( 1HO 1 
2 1  F O R M A T ( 4 1 H  BOTH ROOTS NO GOOD, P O I N T  S K I P P E D ,  T I M E = r F 1 0 . 5 )  
22 F O R M A T ( 4 1 H  TWO N E G A T I V E  ROOTS, P O I N T  S K I P P E D ,  T I H E = r F l O . S I  
23 F O R H A T ( 4 1 H  TWO P O S I T I V E  ROOTS, P O I N T  S K I P P E D ,  T I M E = r F 1 0 . 5 )  
30 F O R H A T ( 4 1 H  R A D 2 1  I S  NEGATIVE,  P O I N T  S K I P P E D ,  T I M E = r F 1 0 . 5 )  
3 1  F O R H A T ( 4 1 H  R A D 2 2  IS N E G A T I V E ,  P O I N T  S K I P P E D ,  T I M E = r F 1 0 . 5 )  
D A T A  ~ B C D X ~ J ) ~ J ~ 1 ~ 1 0 ~ / 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O ~ 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~  
X0170000000000~032000000000~~0350000000000~0360000000000~ 
X0370000000000~0520000000000~0550000000000/ 
NOUNT=O 
N O U N T l = l  
NOUNTZ=O 
R E A D ( 5 . 8 )  N P L O T , N l ~ T I N ~ T F I N ~ T I N C R E , S S A ~ S S B ~ S S C ~ S S O  
R E A D ( 5 . 6 )  ( T l ( J ) r P H I M l ( J ) r J = l r N l )  
R E A O ( 5 . 7  1 ( X H R (  J )  , X M I N (  J)rSEC( J) rJ=1,7) 
W R I T E  ( 6  19 1 
JUMP=O 
C SUNSENSOR R O U T I N E  
C TWO CASES ARE P O S S I B L E  
C C A S E  I I S  A L A T E R A L L Y  MOUNTED SENSOR 
C C A S E 1 1  I S  A L O N G I T U D I N A L L Y  MOUNTED SENSOR 
C O N V = 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 7 9  
P H I S l A = S S A / C O N V  
P H I  S l B = S S B / C O N V  
P H I  S l C = S S C / C O N V  
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5  
DO 210 Jzl.7 
210 T ( J ) = X H R ( J ) * 3 6 0 0 . + X H I N ( J ) ~ 6 O . + s E c ( J )  
T ( 5  ) = T  ( 5  1 / 1 5 .  
T ( 6  ) = T  ( 6 )  /15 .  
I F ( T I M E - T I N ) l l ~ l Z , l Z  
11 R E A D  ( 1 9 9 1 )  T I M E T N E Y E v C T D  
13 R E A D ( 1 9 7 1 )  T I M E t N E Y E s C v D  
1 2  T L = T I M E  
14 A=C/CONV 
B=D/CONV 
T l ( N O U N T 1 )  = T L  
T A N A =  S I N  ( A 1 / C O S  ( A 1 
T A N B = S I N ( B ) / C O S ( B )  
I F ( T L - T F I N ) 1 4 , 1 4 r 9 0  
C T E S T  FOR CASE NUMBER 
C COMPUTATIONS FOR CASE I 
IF (NEYEeEQ.4)  GO TO 66 
54 T H E T A S = A T A N ( C O S ( B ) * T A N A )  
5 1  P H I  S = B + P H I  S 1 A  
5 2  P H I S = P H I S l B + B  
53 P H I S = P H I S l C + B  
I F  ( N E Y E - 2 )  5 1 , 5 2 9 5 3  
GO TO 8 0  
GO TO 8 0  
GO T O  8 0  
C COMPUTATIONS FOR CASE I 1  
66 T H E T A S = A T A N I l . / S Q R T ( T A N A * * 2 + T A N B * * 2 ) )  
P H I S P = A T A N ( - T A N B / T A N A )  
I F ( A . L T . 0 . )  GO TO 6 7  
P H I  S P = P I  + P H I  SP 
GO TO 70 
P H I  S P = P H I S P  
GO TO 70 
67 IF (B.LT.0 . )  GO TO 69 
6 9  P H I S P = Z . ' % P I + P H I S P  
7 0  P H I S = P H I S P + S S D  
C X l p Y l , Z l ,  ARE COMPUTEDtSOLAR VECTOR9 ROCKET A X I S  S Y S T E M )  
80 P t i I S l ( N O U N T l ) =  P H I S  
T H E T A l ( N O U N T l ) = T H E T A S  
NOUNT l = N O U N T l + l  
GO TO 13 
50 NOUNT l = N O U N T l - l  
N T 2 C  N T =  1 
T F  I N 2 = T F  I N + .  2 
T I N 2 = T  IN-. 2 
2 5  READ ( 1 8 9 2 )  T 2 1 , X L A T 2 , X L O N G 2 r X A L T 2  
I F ( T I N 2 - T 2 1 ) 2 6 , 2 6 ~ 2 5  
I F ( T 2 1 - T F I N 2 ) 2 7 , 2 8 r 2 8  
2 6  R E A D ( 1 8 1 2 )  T Z ~ ~ X L A T ~ V X L O N G ~ T X A L T ~  
27 T 2 ( N T 2 C N T ) = T 2 1  
X L A T l ( N T Z C N T ) = X L A T Z  
X L O N G l  ( N T 2 C N T  1 =XLONG2 
A L T l ( N T Z C N T ) = X A L T Z  
N T Z C N T = N T 2 C N T + l  
GO TO 26 
2 8  N Z z N T 2 C N T - 1  
98 XNOUNT=NOUNT2 
TD=T I N + X N O U N T * T I  NCRE 
NOUNT2=NOUNT2+ 1 
I F ( T D . G T . T F I N )  GO TO 800 
C A L L  T I M C O R ( T D , T l ~ P H I S l ~ N O U N T l ~ P H I S 2 )  
C A L L  T I M C O R ( T D ~ T l ~ T H E T A l ~ N O U N T l ~ T H E T A 2 )  
100 X l = C O S ( T H E T A 2 )  * C O S ( P H I  5 2  1 
Y 1 = C O S ( T H E T A 2  ) * S I N ( P H I S 2  ) 
Z l = S I N ( T H E T A 2 )  
C M A G N E T I C  F I E L D  COMPONENT S E C T I O N  
C T H I S  S E C T I O N  COMPUTES X 4 9 Y 4 9 Z 4  W I T H  L A T I T U O E T L O N G I T U D E T  
C M A G N E T I C  F I E L D  VECTOR, E A R T H - F I X E D  A X I S  SYSTEM 
20 
MPUTS ND L T I T U D E  
c 
C A L L  T I M C O R ( T D , T Z r X L A T l , N 2 ~ X L A T ~  
C A L L  TIMCOR(TD,TZrXLONGltN2~XLONG) 
C A L L  
XLONG=-X LONG 
A L T = A L T /  3280 -8 33 
C A L L  F I E L D ( X L A T , X L O N G I A L T ( B T , B P ~ S R ~ B ~ )  
X 4 = B P / B 2  
Y 4=-BT / 82 
Z4=BR /62 
T I M C O R  ( TD,TZr  A t T l r N 2 , A L T  1 
C T H I S  S E C T I O N  LOCATES THE SOLAR VECTOR R E L A T I V E  T O  A N  E A R T H - F I X E D  
C A X I S  SYSTEM 
C NUMBER =NUMBER OF T I M E S  THROUGH PROGRAM 
C T ( 2 )  - GREENWICH S I D E R I A L  T I M E  OF F O L L O W I N G  DAY (0 HRS. U T )  
C T ( 2 1  - GREENWICH S I D E R I A L  T I H E  OF F O L L O W I N G  DAY 10HRS. UT) 
C T ( 3 1  - R I G H T  A S C E N S I O N  O F  SUN FOR L A U N C H  DAY IO HRS. UT) 
C. T ( 4 )  - RIGHT ASC-ENSION OF tlJN FOR FOLLOYINC, DAY ( 0  HRS. U T )  
C T ( 5 )  - D E C L I N A T I O N  OF SUN FOR LAUNCH DAY ( 0  HRS. U T )  
C T ( 6 )  - D E C L I N A T I O N  OF SUN FOR F O L L O W I N G  DAY (0 HRS. U T )  
C T ( 7 ) -  U N I V E R S A L  T I M E  OF LAUNCH 
C T L -  T I M E  AFTER LAUNCH 
C COMPUTES GREENWICH S I D E R I A L  T I M E ,  R I G H T  ASCENSION, HOUR ANGLE, 
C D E C L I N A T I O N v  OF THE SUN AND X 3 9 Y 3 1 2 3  
C CONVERTS A L L  I M P U T T E D  T I M E S  TO SECONDS 
CONST 1= 
TG=(T(l)+CONSTl+(T(2)-T(l))+T(7)+TL)/240~ 
ALPH&S=(T(3)+CONSTl*(T(4)-T(3)))/240. 
( T (  7 1 + T L )  / (24. +3600 0 1 
EPSILS=(ALPHAS-TG-XLONGl /CONV 
X L A T = X L A T / C O N V  
X3=COS ( U E L T A S  ) * S I  N t  E P S I L S  1 
Y 3 = - S I N ( X L A T ) ~ C O S ( E P S I L S ) ~ C O S ~ D E L T A S ) + C O S ~ X L A T ~ ~ S I N ~ O E L T A S ~  
Z 3 = C O S ( X L A T ) e C O S ( E P S I L S ) * C O S ( D E L T A S ) + S I N ( X L A T ) ~ S I N ( D E L T A S )  
D E L T A S = ( T (  5 ) + C O N S T l * ( T  l 6 ) - T (  51 1 1 / (COMV*240. )  
C MAGNETOMETER S E C T I O N  
C C A L C U L A T E S  X 2 9 Y 2 9 2 2  WITH A Z M I T H  I H P U T  
C A L L  T IMCOR ( TD, T I ,  P H I  M l r  N l ,  D P H I  M I  
P H I M = D P H I M / C O N V  
P I E = 2 *  * P I  
I F  ( P H  IM-P I E 1 4 0 9  t 409 410 
410 P H I H = P H I M - P I E  
409 D O T P l = X 3 * X 4 + Y  3 * Y 4 + Z 3 + Z 4  
A l N = Z  1 + + 2 + ( X l * C O S ( P H I M ) + Y  1 * S I N (  P H I M )  )**2 
B l M = - 2 . * Z l * D O T P l  
C l M = D O T P 1 + + 2 - ~ X 1 ~ C O S ( P H I M ~ + Y l * S I N ~ P H I M ~ ~ ~ * 2  
A Z M = A l M  
B2M=-2.*DOTPl~(Xl~COS(PHIM)+Yl~SIN~PHIM)~ 
C2N=DOTP1**2-21**2  
R A D 2 1 = B l M * * 2 - 4 . * A l H * C l M  
N FORM= 30 
GO TO 998 
S I N E  1= ( - B l M + R A D l )  / ( 2. * A l M  1 
SINEZ=I-BlM-RADl)/(2.*AlM) 
IF(RAD22.GT.O.) GO T O  407 
NFORM=31 
GO T O  998 
COSE l= ( -B2M+RADZ 1 / (  2. *A2M)  
IF(COSE1.GT.O.) GO TO 3 0 2  
N F O R M s 2 2  
GO T O  998 
NFORM=Z3 
IF(RADEl .GT.0 . )  GO T O  408 
408 R A D l = S Q R T ( R A D 2 1 1  
RAD22=B2M**2-4.*A2H+C2M 
407 R A O 2 = S Q R T ( R A D 2 2 )  
COSE2=(-62M-RAD2)/(2.~A2M) 
IF(COSEZ.GT.Oo) GO T O  3 0 5  
302 IF(COSE2.LT.O.)  GO T O  3 0 4  
2 1  
GO T O  998 
304 COTHET=COSE 1 
GO T O  306 
305 COTHET=COSE2 
306 CHECK=COTHET**2+SI  N E l + * 2  
C H E C K l = C O T H E T * + Z + S I  N E 2 * * 2  
CONE= 1 .-CHECK 
CONE l = l . - C H E C K l  
TEST = 0.1 
700 TEST = T E S T + O . l  
I F ( A B S ( C O N E ) . L E . T E S T )  GO T O  710 
NFORM=2 1 
GO T O  998 
710 I F ( A B S ( C O N E l ) . L E . T E S T )  GO TO 700 
307 S I T H E T = S I N E l  
GO T O  310 
720 S I T H E T = S I N E 2  
3 10 XZ=COTHET*COS( P H I  M )  
Y 2 = C O T H E T * S I N  ( P H I  M 1 
Z 2 = S  I T H E T  
I F ( A B S ( C O N E 1 ) m L E o T E S T )  GO T O  720 
Ab= ( X  1+Y 2-Y l * X 2  1 / ( 1 .-DOTP 1 * * 2  1 
A 7 =  ( Y  l * Z 2 - Z  1 + Y  2 1 / ( l . - D O T P l + * 2  1 
6 6 = (  Z 1-DOTP 1 + Z 2  1 / ( l . - D O T P l * * Z  
B7=(Xl-DOTPl*X2)/(1.-DOTP1*+2) 
C l = Y 3 * Z 4 - Z 3 + Y  4 
c 2 = z  3*x4-x3*z4 
c 3 = x  3 *Y 4 -Y 3+x 4 
D 1=X3-DOTP 1 * X 4  
D 2 = Y 3 - D O T P l + Y 4  
D 3 = Z 3 - D O T P l + Z 4  
S I Z  SI A ( 1 1 =Z 2*X4+A6*C 1 + 6 6 + D 1  
S I Z C O A (  l ) = Z Z * Y 4 + A 6 + C 2 + B 6 + D 2  
CDSZEN(l)=Z2*Z4+A6+C3+66+03 
COSZEN(Z)=X2*Z4+A7*C3+67+03  
NFORM=17 
GO T O  998 
599 S I Z S I  A (  2 ) = X 2 * X 4 + A 7 * C 1 + 6 7 + 0 1  
S I Z C O A ( 2  ) = X 2 * Y 4 + A 7 + C 2 + 6 7 + D 2  
I F ( C O S Z E N ( 2 ) o L T . l . ) G O  T O  599 
DO 630 J = 1 , 2  
ZEN ( J ) = A T A N  ( ( SQRT( 1. -COSZEN( J)+e*2 1 1 /COSZEN ( J  1 1 
I F ( Z E N (  J )  )600 r6019601  
600 ZEN ( J  ) = P  I + Z E N  ( J )  
6 0 1  S I N Z E N (  J ) = S I N ( Z E N (  J )  1 
S I N A Z M  ( J 1 = S I Z  SI A ( J ) /SI N Z E N  ( J 1 
C O S A Z M ( J ) = S I Z C O A ( J ) / S I N Z E N ( J )  
T A N A Z M ( J ) = S I N A Z M ( J ) / C O S A Z M ( J )  
AZM ( J  ) = A T A N (  TANAZM( J 1 )  
I F ( T A N A Z M (  J).GT.O.) GO T O  604 
I F ( S I N A Z M ( J ) . G T . O . )  GO TO 603 
AZM ( J  )=2. +P I + A Z M (  J )  
GO TO 6 1 0  
603 A Z M  ( J  ) = P  I + A Z M (  J 1 
GO TO 6 1 0  
A Z M  ( J 1 =P I +AZ M ( J 1 
610 CODCOE(J)=COS(XLAT)+COSZEN(J)-SIN(XLAT)+SINZEN(J)*COSAZM(J) 
CODSIE(J)=SINZEN(J)*SINAZM(J) 
S I N D E L ~ J ~ = C O S ~ X L A T ~ + S I N Z E N ~ J ~ + C O S A Z M ~ J ~ + S I N ~ X L A T ~ + C O S Z E N ~ J ~  
D E L T A ( J ) = A T A N ( ( S I N D E L ( J ) ) / ( S Q R T ( l . - S I N D E L ( J ) * + Z ) ) )  
C O S D E L ( J ) = C O S ( D E L T A ( J ) )  
S I N E P S (  J ) = C O D S I  E ( J 1 /COSDEL I J 
C O S E P S ( J ) = C O D C D E ( J ) / C O S D E L ( J )  
TANEPS(  J ) = S I N E P S (  J ) / C O S E P S  ( J )  
E P S  I L ( J 1 =ATAN ( TANEP S ( J 1 1 
604 I F ( S I N A Z M ( J ) . G T . O . )  GO TO 610 
22 
IF (TARIEPS(  Jt oGT-O-1  GO TO 614 
I F ( S I N E P S I J I . G T . O - )  GO T O  613 
E P S I L t  J l = 2 . * P I + E P S I L (  J) 
GO TO 620 
GO TO 620 
E P S I L ( J ) = P I + E P S I L ( J )  
620 E P S I L ( J ) = E P S I L I J ) * C O N V  
AZMI.!)=AZMIJ)*CRNY 
Z E N ( J ) = Z E N I J l * C O N V  
DELTA(  J)=DELTA( J)*CONV 
ALPHA(J)=TG+XLONG+EPSILtJ) 
613 E P S I L ( J ) = P I + E P S I L ( J )  
614 I F E I N E P S ( J ) * G T - O - )  GO TO 620 
I F ( A L P t i A I J ) - L T - 3 6 0 - )  GO T O  525 
A L P H A [ J ) = A L P H A ( J ) - 3 6 0 -  
525 X H ! J ! ~ A L P H A ! J ? / 1 5 *  
I X ( J ) = X H ( J )  
X X I  = I X  ( J l  
XM( J ) = ( X H ( J ) - X X I  )*60. 
N X t J ) = X M ( J I  
XXN=NX ( J ) 
XS( J ) = ( X M (  J ) -XXN)+60 .  
630 CONTINUE 
IFINPLOT.EQ.0) GO T O  631 
NOUNT=NOUNT+ 1 
C P L V A R { l r N O U N T ) = T D  
CPLYARf2*NOUNT)=AZM(  1) 
C P L V A R ( 3 r N O U N T ) = A Z M ( 2 )  
C P L V A R ! 4 r N O U N T ) = Z E N ( l )  
CPLVAR(5 rMOUNT)=ZEN(21  
C P L V A R ( 6 * N O U N T I = X H ( 1 )  
CPLVAR(7 rNOUNT)=XH(Z)  
C P L V A R ~ B ~ N O U N T ) = O E L T A I  11 
CPLVAR (9 rNOUNT )=DELTA(  2) 
H R I T E ( 6 , l O )  T I M E I Z E N ( ~ ) T A Z M ( ~ ) , Z E N ( ~ ~ T A Z M ( ~ )  
WRITE16 ,151  
U R I T E ( 6 9 1 6 )  I X ( l ) , N X ( l ) , X S ( 1 ) T D E L T A ( l ) * I X ( 2 ) r M X ( 2 ) , X S ( 2 ) * D E L T A ( 2 )  
WRITE ( 6  1 20 1 
6 3 1  W R I T E I 6 , 9 )  
JUMP=JUMP+6 
GO TO 999 
998 WRITE(6,NFORH) TD 
W R I T E ( b r 2 0 )  
JUMP=JUMP+3 
999 I F I J U M P - L E - 5 9 )  GO TO 9 8  
W R I T E ( 6 t l 9 1  
JUMP=O 
GO TO 98 
800 I F ( N P L 0 T - E Q . 0 )  GO TO 1000 
R E A D ( 5 9 3 1  ( A A ( J l ~ J = l r l 2 )  
R E A D ( S r 4 )  NPLTS 
DO 820 J P L O T = l r N P L T S  
R E A D ( 5 r 3 )  ( B B ( J ) , J = l t l Z )  
R E A D ( 5 r 3 )  ( C C f  J),J=1112) 
READ15.4) ((NSCALE(J),J=lt5)*NHrNVrJCPLT) 
READ(5 ,4 )  ( I A , I O ( N ) * N = l r J C P L T )  
READ(5 .5 )  S B H I S B V , X ~ , X ~ T Y Z ~ Y L  
CALL  
CALL  CPLOTZ (X2 ,X l rYZ ,Y  1) 
CALL  CPLTAP ( 10 1 
CPLOT 1 (NSCALE, NH, SBHTNVI SBV 1 
K K = 1  
N O = I O ( J C P L T l )  
DO 810 J C P L T l = l r J C P L T  
CALL  CPLOT3(6CDX ( K K )  *CPLVAR( I A ,  1 1  t C P L V A R ( N 0 r  1) tNOUNT 1 
810 K K = K K + l  
820 CALL  CPLOT4172,BBll)r72rCC(l),72~AA(l)) 
23 
C A L L  ENDPLT 
END 
1000 STOP 
SI B F T C  T I M C  L I  ST ,REF 9 DECK 9 M 9 4  
SUBROUTINE TIMCOR (TIM,Y,THET,MT,ANS) 
C MT=NUMBER O F  V A L U E S  I N  T A B L E  
C ANS=VALUE O F  T H E T  CORRESPONDING T O  T I M  I N  T VALUES 
D I M E N S  I O N  
A T I M z T I M - Y  ( 1) 
I F  ( A T I M ) 3 , 4 , 5  
Y ( 400 1 T T H E T  ( 400 I 
4 A N S = T H E T (  1) 
GO TO 50 
3 K T = 1  
99 F O R M A T ( 3 8 H  V A L U E  IS O U T S I D E  RANGE OF T A B L E * T I M E = r E 1 6 * 8 r 7 H  L I M I T = *  
97 W R I T E ( 6 9 9 9 )  T I M * Y ( K T )  
X E 1 6 . 8 )  
GO T O  5 1  
5 B T I M = T I M - Y  (MT 1 
8 KT=MT 
7 A N S = T H E T ( M T I  
I F  ( B T I M )  6 ~ 7 ~ 8  
GO TO 97  
GO TO 5 0  
C T  I M = T  IM-Y ( K 1 
I F ( C T I M )  4 5 ~ 4 6 ~ 4 7  
6 DO 47 K = 2 q M T  
46 A N S = T H E T ( K )  
GO TO 5 0  
4 5  D E L T = Y  ( K ) - Y  ( K - 1 )  
T D E L = T  IM-Y ( K - 1  1 
R E L =T D E L /DE L T 
ANS=THET(K-l)+(THET(K)-THET(K-l)I*REL 
GO TO 50 
47 C O N T I N U E  
GO TO 50 
5 1  STOP 
50 RETURN 
END 
$ I  B F T C  F I E L D  L I  S T T R E F T D E C K T M ~ ~  
SUBROUTINE F I E L O ( F L A T , F L O N G T A L T ~ B T T B P T B R T B Z )  
D I M E N S I O N  V ( 3 r 3 )  
C DUMMY SUBROUTINE FOR S E T T I N G  U P  F I C I L W A I N S  MAGNET 
V ( l T 2 )  = A L T / 6 3 7 1 . 2  
v ( 2 T 2 )  = ( 9 0 . - F L A T ) / 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 7 9 5  
V ( 3 7  2 1 = F L O N G / 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 7 9 5  
AER = V ( l r 2 )  
SSQ = SIT.'*2 
1 0 0 2  I F  ( V  ( 37 2 )  1 1000 T 1 0 0 1 ~  1001 
1000 V ( 3 7 2 )  = v ( 3 T 2 )  -k 6 . 2 8 3 1 8 5 3 0 7  
1001 C A L L  M A G N E T ( A E R , S I T T V ( ~ T ~ ) T B R T B T T B P T ~ ~ T ~ ( ~ T ~ ) )  
S I T  = ABS ( S I N  ( V ( 2 9 2 ) ) )  
GO TO 1002 
C O N T I N U E  
RETURN 
END 
$ I B F T C  MAGN L I  ST T R E F  T DECK9 M94 
SUBROUTINE MAGNET ( R ~ S T P H I T B R T B T H E T ? B P H I T B B T T H E T )  
3 F O R M A T ~ 1 H O ~ 5 X , F 1 4 ~ 7 r 1 X , F 1 4 . 7 r l X , F 1 4 ~ 7 , 1 X ~ F l 4 ~ ~ ~  
D I IL iENSION OP ( 4 9  1 T P  ( 49 T G ( 49 H [ 4 9 )  ,CONST ( 4 9  TAOR ( 7  T SP ( 7  ref' ( 7  
I F  ( K I P  
1 5 0  K I P = - 1  
15 1, 1 5 0 1  1 5 0  
DO 1 5 2  NzI.149 
G(N)=O.O 
1 5 2  H ( N ) = O . O  
C JEb!SERi AND C A I N  C O E F F I C I E N T S  FOR 1960 ( J U N E  1 9 6 2 )  
C G ( I )  = G ( N t I " l 1  AND H ( 1 )  = H ( N * M )  WHERE I = N + 7 ' k ( M - 1 )  
24 
MAGNTOOO 
MAGNTCOl  
MAGNTOO2 
MAG id T 0 0 3 
lVi AG Id T 0 0 4 
M A G  N T 0 0 5 
l~i / !Gi \ lT006 
Pi A G id T 0 0 7 
I', A G  I\' T 0 0 8 
G (  2 ) =  3.04112050E-01 
Gf 91= 2.14736858E-02 
G (  3 ) =  2.40353671E-02 
G (  10)=-5.12533379E-02 
G (17  ) = - l o  338 11969E-02 
G (  4)=-3.15178651E-02 
G (  18 3=-2.48981333E-02 
G125)=-6.49565905E-03 
G (  5 1=-4.17943639E-O2 
G(12)=-4.52983660E-02 
G ( l 9  1=-2.17947447E-02 
G(26)=  7.00825405E-03 
G(33)=-2.04395562E-03 
G (  i3)=-3.4486?686E-82 
G ( 1 1 ) =  6.21300906E-02 
G (  6 )= lo62556271E-02 
G f 20 ) = - l o  944700 26E-O 2 
G(27)=6o08211374E-04 
G(34)=  2.77533549E-03 
G(41)=  6.96802467E-04 
G (  73=-lo95231736E-02 
G (  14)=-4.85326147E-03 
6128 ) =  2.14128828E-02 
6 1 3 5 ) ~  1.05051275E-03 
G ( 4 2  ) =  2 . 26829448E-04 
G(49)=  1.11471358E-03 
G I Z l ) =  3.21172428E-03 
H( 9)=-5.79890501E-02 
H ( 10 ) =  3.31240714E-02 
H( 17)=-1.57893822E-03 
H ( 11 1 = 1.48696943E-02 
H1 18)=--6o07490158E-03 
H ( 2 5 ) =  2010318235E-O4 
H( 12)=-1.18245456E-02 
H(  19 ) =  1.00057732E-02 
H ( 3 3 ) =  1.38503490E-03 
H( 13)=-7.95897466E-04 
H ( 20 ) =-2.00044021E-03 
H ( 3 4 ) =  2.42063078E-03 
H(26 )=  4.30380863E-04 
H ( 2 7 ) =  4059718859E-03 
H141)=-1.21806522E-03 
H I  14 )=-5 o75830293E-03 
H ( 2 1 1 =-8 7346 140 1 E-0 3 
H(281=-3.40604073E-03 
H(35 )=-lo 18162456E-04 
H(42)=-1.11623013E-03 
H (49 )=-3.2483189 1E-04 
P ( 1 )=1.0 
DP ( 1 )=O -0 
S P t  1)=0.0 
CP( l )= l .O 
CON ST I 9 1 =O 00 
CONST 1 16 )=O.O 
DO 80 N=397 
FN=N 
DO 80 M=lrN 
FM=M 
I=N+7+(M-l) 
8 0  C O N S T ( I ) = ( ( F N - 2 ~ 0 ) + ~ 2 ~ ( F M ~ l ~ O ~ ~ ~ 2 ) / ( ( F N + F N ~ 3 ~ O ~ ~ ~ F N + F ~ ~ 5 ~ 0 ~ ~  
1 5 1  C=SQRT ( A B S  ( l . O - S * S ) )  
IF(THET-1.570796327) 154r154g156 
156 C=-C 
155 SP(ZI=SIN (PHI )  
CP(2)=COS (PHI 1 
154 AR=l./(l.+R) 
~~ 
HAGNTOO9 
MAGNTOlO 
MAGNTO 11 
MAGNTOlZ 
I(AGNTOl3 
HAGNT014 
MAGNTOl5 
MAGNTO 16 
MAGNTO 17 
RAGNTO 18 
MAGNTO 19 
MAGNT020 
MAGNTOZl 
HAGNT022 
MAGNT023 
MCGNT024 
MAGNT02 5 
MAG NT 0 2 6 
MAGNTOZ 7 
NAGNT028 
HAGNTOZ9 
MAG NTO 30 
MAGNT03 1 
MAG NTO 32 
MAGNT033 
HAG NTO 34 
MAG NT03 5 
MAGNTO 36 
MAGNT037 
HAGNT038 
MAGNT039 
MAGNT040 
MAGNT041 
MAGNT042 
MAGNT043 
MAG N TO 44 
MAGNT045 
MAG N TO46 
MAGNT047 
MAGNT048 
MAGNT049 
MAGNT050 
MAGNT051 
MAGNT052 
HAGNT053 
WAGNT054 
MAGNT055 
MAGNT056 
MAGNTO 57 
MAGNT058 
MAGNT059 
MAGNTO6O 
MAGNTO61 
MAGNT062 
MAGNT063 
MAGNT064 
MAGNT065 
MAGNTO 66 
MAGNT067 
MAGNT068 
MAGNT069 
MAG NTO 7 0 
MAGNT071 
MAGNT072 
MAGNTO? 3 
MAG N TO7 4 
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AOR ( 1 1 =AR*AR 
A O R ( Z ) = A R * A O R ( l )  
DO 90 M = 3 9 7  
N=M-1 
SP ( M  1 =SP ( 2 ) * C P  ( N  )+CP ( 2  1 *SP ( N )  
C P ( M ) = C P ( 2 ) + C P ( N ) - S P ( 2 ) * S P ( N )  
90 A O R ( M ) = A R * A O R ( N )  
BR=O.O 
BTHET=O e 0  
B P H I = O  -0 
DO 32 N = 2 9 7  
FN=N 
SUMR=O -0 
SUMT=O -0 
SUMP=O -0 
00 33 M=l ,N 
I F  (N-M 187988 9 8 7  
88 I = 8 + N - 7  
L = I - 8  
P ( I ) = S + P ( L )  
D P  (I ) = S + D P (  L )+C*P ( L  1 
GO TO 89 
87 I = N + 7 *  ( M - 1 )  
J= I -1  
K = I - 2  
P ( I 1 =C +P ( J -CON S T  ( I ) *P ( K 1 
DP(I)=C*DP(J)-S+P(J)-CONST(I)+DP(K) 
TS=G(I)*CP(M)+H(I)*SP(M) 
SUMR=SUMR+P ( I ) * T S  
SUMT=SUMT+DP ( I ) * T S  
BR=BR+AOR(N 1 *FN*SUMR 
BTHET=BTHET-AOR(N)*SUMT 
B P H I = B P H I / S  
BB=SQRT (BR*+2+BTHET*+2+BPHI**Z) 
RETURN 
END 
89  F M = M - l  
33 SUMP=SUMP+FM+P(I)+(-G(I)*SP(M)+H(I)*CP(M)) 
32 B P H I = B P H I - A O R ( N ) * S U M P  
W R I T E  ( 6 9 3 )  B R ~ B T H E T ~ B P H I I B B  
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M A G N T 0 7 5  
MAGNT07 6 
M A G N T 0 7 7  
M A G N T 0 7 8  
M A G N T 0 7 9  
MAGNTOBO 
MAGNT08 1 
M A G N T 0 8 2  
MAGNT08 3 
M A G N T 0 8 4  
M A G N T 0 8 5  
M A G N T 0 8 6  
M A G N T 0 8 7  
M A G N T 0 8 8  
M A G N T 0 8 9  
M A G N T 0 9 0  
M A G N T 0 9  1 
M A G N T 0 9 2  
M A G N T 0 9 3  
M A G N T 0 9 4  
MAG N T 0 9  5 
M A G N T 0 9 6  
MAGNT09 7 
M A G N T 0 9 8  
M A G N T 0 9 9  
MAGNT 100 
M A G N T l O l  
M A G N T 1 0 2  
MAGNT 103 
M A G N T 1 0 4  
MAGNT 10 5 
M A G N T 1 0 6  
MAGNT 107 
M A G N T l O 8  
M A G N T 1 0 9  
MAGNT 110 
M A G N T l l l  
- .  
M A G N T l 1 2  
MAGNT 113 
8.0 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The orientation of a rocket can be obtained in horizon or space-fixed coordinates by obtaining 
the spatial location of the solar and magnetic field vectors with respect t o  both a rocket-axis and 
horizon coordinate system, with the use of only a lateral magnetometer and solar sensors. 
The accuracy of the procedure is increased as the spin rate of the vehicle increases or becomes 
closer to a constant value. It is also difficult to obtain a solution if the solar and magnetic field 
vector are nearly coincident in space at a given time since two distinct vector are required in the 
procedure. 
v 
Another limitation of the method is the accuracy of the various sources of data which are used. 
(1) The location of the magnetic vector in  horizon coordinates is obtained from a 48 term expansion 
in spherical harmonics. This expansion becomes slightly less accurate at very high altitudes. Care 
must be taken to insure that the most recent magnetic data has  been used in the expansion. (2)  The 
location of the solar vector in horizon coordinates obtained from reference (2) is quite accurately 
known and any resulting e r r o r  is negligible; however, both (1) and ( 2 )  require accurate radar data. 
The accuracy of this data depends of course on the particular system and smoothing procedure used. 
(3) The accuracy of the solar sensors which determines the location of the solar vector with re- 
spect to the rocket-axis coordinate system is dependent on the particular type of sensor used; how- 
ever, the majority of the sensors use the sun as a point source which results in a minimum e r r o r  
of approximately one-half of a degree which corresponds to  the width of the solar disc. This e r r o r  
can be reduced somewhat by smoothing the sensor data timewise. (4) The accuracy of the mag- 
netometer which determines the orientation of the magnetic field vector in the rocket-axis system 
is a function of the precision of the instrument used. The accuracy of the method is not affected 
by any magnetic source in the rocket payload since this effects only the absolute amplitude of the 
lateral magnetometer output. The method requires only a knowledge of the timewise location of the 
maxima and minima of the output. 
It should also be noted that the method assumes that the sun is within view of at least one solar 
sensor. It is usually difficult to have a sensor mounted at the tail of the rocket; therefore, no data 
can be obtained if  the tail is facing the sun or the flight occurs during a time when the sun is not 
visible. 
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APPENDIX A 
Illustrations 
ROCKET LONGITUDINAL AXIS 
1 .  
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Figure 1-Location of Solar Vector in Rocket-Axis System using Case I Solar Sensor (Lateral  Sensor) 
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ROCKET LONGITUDLVAL AXE (SENSOR A X E )  
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X' 
Figure 2-Location of Solar Vector in Rocket-Axis System using Case II Solor Sensor (Longitudinal Sensor). 
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ROCKET LONGITUDINAL AXIS 
MAGNETOMETER ALIGNEIl 
OPPOSITE THE PROJECTION 
OF THE MAGNETIC VECTOR IN 
THE EXPEPIMENT - y PLANE 
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Figure 3-Location of Magnetic F i e l d  Vector in  the Rocket-Axis System. 
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+ 
NORTH CELESTIAL POLE 
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EQUATOR 
VERNAL 
EQUINOX 
PROJECTION OF 
UNKNOWN VECTOR \ 
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\ 
PROJECTION OF 
90CKET POSITION 
Figure 4-Location of o Vector in the Equatorial Plane. 
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NORTH CELESTIAL POLE 
NORTH AXIS / 
Figure 5-Transformation of a Vector between the Horizon and Equatorial Coordinate Systems. 
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* -  
VERTICAL A X 6  
NORTH AS& 
1-AST AXIS 
figure 6-Locotion of the Magnetic Field Vector in the Horizon Coordinate System. 
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R O C K E T  L O N G I T U D I N A L  AXIS 
N E  (:ONTAINING 
- H x S  
PI*ANI< (:ONTAINING H and 
H a n d  
. 
4- 
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Figure 7-Representation of a Coordinate System consisting of the Unit  Vectors: 
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I - - 
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' /  I / 
Y* 
VERNAL EQUINOX 
Figure 8-Location of a Vector in Space-Fixed Coordinate System. 
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Figure 9-ADCOLE Type Solar Sensor 
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APPENDIX B 
Sample Results 
The procedure was applied to an Aerobee rocket and representative time histories of Azimuth 
and Zenith angles and Right Ascension and Declination for both the Experiment and Rocket Longi- 
tudinal axes are shown. . 
.- 
Aerobee 4.13 GP-GT was launched September 26, 1963. The rocket was de-spun from approxi- 
mately 2.5 rps  after burnout at which time an attitude control system was to have controlled the 
vehicle orientation. This system, however, did iicit fiiiicticn preperly and the vehicle experienced a 
reverse roll rate of about 0.05 rps. A coning motion resulted with the coning and roll periods being 
approximately equal. The results presented describe the orientation during the reverse roll (170- 
300 seconds). 
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